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Reckon (ASX: RKN), developers of Virtual Cabinet, announced today an important global relationship with 
MyFirmsApp that is set to benefit 150,000 users including professional firms and their clients. Virtual 
Cabinet is the preferred document management and cloud portal solution of professional firms of all sizes 
including 20 of the top 100 Australian and 30 of the top 100 UK accountancy practices.
 
MyFirmsApp provides accountants with an app that becomes the interface between their firm, their clients 
and the systems they use, improving client communication and providing useful tools such as calculators, 
GPS mileage tracking and receipt management. 

The Reckon and MyFirmsApp partnership is an industry first. The app will enable a deep level of integration 
which will give accountants the ability to share documents more quickly and easily with their clients.

App users can easily view documents on their smart phones and interact more closely with their accountants 
resulting in decreasing workload and approval times. Over 1.5 million documents were published to the 
Virtual Cabinet portal during 2015. 
  
“As the global workforce becomes increasingly mobile, the technology we use must continue to adapt. 
We’re no longer tied to our desks but are increasingly attached to our mobile. The Reckon and MyFirms 
App reflects this change to ensure our tools are as mobile as we are,” said Sam Allert, Managing Director 
Australia & New Zealand.
 
“Joining forces with Reckon represents a huge opportunity for MyFirmsApp as the Virtual Cabinet team 
has an outstanding reputation in the market for great delivery,” says Daniel Richards, Head of Sales, 
MyFirmsApp.  

“It’s a great fit with both organisations working with all sizes of firm, from the smallest up to the largest,” 
Richards concluded.

The app was announced at the inaugural Reckon UK conference in London on 23 June. It will be available 
immediately in the UK, US and Australia.

Reckon and MyFirmsApp have more than 50 years shared experience in the accountancy software market 
and shared values that put the interests of the accountancy firm, first and foremost.
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Reckon forms global partnership with MyFirmsApp
App to facilitate fast document sharing

https://www.reckon.com/au/
https://www.reckon.com/au/virtual-cabinet/
http://www.myfirmsapp.co.uk/
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ABOUT RECKON
Reckon is an ASX listed and Australian owned company with over 25 years’ experience delivering market 
leading solutions to accountants and bookkeepers, legal professionals and small to medium sized businesses. 
Our software solutions are designed to make accounting faster, easier and more productive.
Find out more at www.reckon.com
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